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Research output

A Cultural History of Marriage in the Medieval Age (500-1450): Volume 2

The Family Economy

Introduction: Marriage in Medieval Europe

Motives for Murder: The Role of Sir Ralph Paynel in the Murder of William Cantilupe (1375)

Reading of the banns: how the church tried to perfect the institution of marriage

January divorce rush dates back to the middle ages
Pedersen, F., 7 Jan 2015, In : The Conversation.

Marriage on Trial: Late Medieval German Couples at the Papal Court by Ludwig Schmugge

Alf Ross: A life

Danske Korstog: Krig og mission i Østersøen


Pedersen, F., Oct 2011, In : Scottish Historical Review.

Lærd Ret og Verdsig lovgivning

Panstwa Wikingow: Podboje, wladza, kultura, Wiek IX-XI
Privates on Parade: Impotence Cases as Evidence for Medieval Gender

'A good and sincere man ... even though he looked like a Slav': Asger of Lund, canon law, and politics in Denmark, ca 1085–1140


Law making and utilisation in the North c. 900-1350

Making and Using the Law in the North, c. 900 - 1350

Politics and Prelates: Kingdom, Church and Empire in Southern Scandinavia, 950-1076

The development of the terms "Toleration" and "Discrimination" in European legal thought

Communities in European History: Representations, Jurisdictions, Conflicts

Marriage Contracts and the Church Courts of Fourteenth-Century England

Trade and Politics in the Medieval Baltic: English Merchants and England's Relations to the Hanseatic League 1370-1437

Counsel and Consent: Preparing for Marriage Litigation according to the Fourteenth-Century York Cause Papers

Viking Empires

Reviews of Books: The Penitentiary as a Well of Grace in the Late Middle Ages: The Example of the Province of Uppsala 1448-1527 Kirsi Salonen
The Legal Sophistication of Litigants in Marriage Cases from Medieval York

Marriage disputes in medieval England
Pedersen, F., Mar 2000

Marriage Litigation in Medieval England

Ships, Guns and Bibles in the North Sea and Baltic States, c.1350-c.1700

A medieval Welfare State? Welfare provision in a twelfth-century Icelandic law code
Pedersen, F. J. G., 1999, In : Northern Studies. 34, p. 89-113

Affectio maritalis and marital affection: The reception of a canon law concept in the fourteenth-century York cause papers

The York Cause Papers: a Reply to P.J.P. Goldberg

The York cause papers: a reply to Jeremy Goldberg

Plague in the Late Medieval Nordic Countries: Epidemiological Studies

Demography in the archives: Social and geographical variables in fourteenth-century York cause paper marriage litigation

Demography in the archives: social and geographical factors in fourteenth-century York cause paper marriage litigation

Romeo and Juliet of Stonegate: A medieval marriage in crisis
Pedersen, F. J. G., 1995, York: Borthwick Institute for Historical Research. 55 p. (Borthwick Papers; vol. 87)


Did the Medieval Laity Know the Canon Law Rules on Marriage? Some Evidence from Fourteenth-Century York Cause Papers

Did the medieval laity know the canon law rules on marriage: Some York cause paper evidence
P.J.P. Goldberg Women, work and life cycle in a medieval economy: Women in York and Yorkshire c. 1300–1520

The fællig and the family: The understanding of the family in Danish medieval law

Tidemann Limbergh, en hanseatisk købmand i 1300-tallet

Kærlighed i Ægteskabet i Middelalderen: teori og praksis

The German Hanse and the Peasants' Revolt of 1381

Projects

Activities

European Academy of Religion Annual Conference 2019 - Bologna
Frederik Pedersen (Member of programme committee)
8 Mar 2018 → 7 Mar 2019

European Academy of Religion - First Annual Conference 2018 - Bologna
Frederik Pedersen (Organiser)
11 Jun 2017 → 8 Mar 2018

Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (External organisation)
Frederik Jakob Galster Pedersen (Participant)
19 Apr 2008 → 1 Oct 2008